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Life is short. Vacations are shorter. Relax! Trust your trip to Frommer&#39;s. Choose the Only

Guide That Gives You:Exact prices, so you can plan the perfect trip no matter what your budget.The

latest, most reliable information&#151;all completely up-to-date!Dozens of easy-to-read color

maps.The widest and best selection of hotels and restaurants in every price range, with candid,

in-depth reviews.All the practical details you need to make the most of your time and

money.One-of-a-kind experiences and undiscovered gems, plus a new take on all the top

attractions.Outspoken opinions on what&#39;s worth your time and what&#39;s not.A fresh,

personal approach that puts the fun and excitement back into travel!It&#39;s a Whole New World

with Frommer&#39;s. Find us online at www.frommers.com
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"Complete, concise and filled with useful information." â€”NY Daily News --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Its simple. Frommers is the name readers can trust for complete, easy-to-use, and up-to-date travel

information. These guides offer all the practical details in a fun, user-friendly format, helping readers

discover the world in a whole new way. The candid, authoritative hotel and restaurant reviews are

the best in the businessincredibly detailed, and including carefully chosen selections for every taste

and budget, with an emphasis on moderately priced choices. Were the only major guidebook series



to go the extra mile and list exact prices for every establishment and activity covered, so readers

know what to expect. And whether theyre on an expense account or a tight budget, readers get the

very best bang for their buck. Frommers Complete Guides offer a wealth of sightseeing, sports,

strolls, and special momentsall accompanied by detailed, accurate color maps that show the way.

Most guidebooks read like textbooks or promotional brochuresbut not Frommers. We know that

readers turn to Frommers when theyre planning a vacation, so even though these guides take the

details seriously, theyre filled with a sense of fun and discovery. No wonder Frommers Complete

Guides are turning heads. And no wonder readers have discovered that Frommers is the key to an

unforgettable vacation.

It is nice to have all the great cities and towns of Belgium, the Netherlands, and the Luxembourg

area covered in one handy book. Good maps and suggestions for "best of" experiences. There are

seperate maps for attractions, hotels and restaurants in each city. Hotels and restaurants are listed

by price range, and family-friendly establishments are noted. There is not a lot of historical

background given in this book, and no photographs. The writing style is clear and direct and not too

dry. I found the recommended hotels in Amsterdam to be booked up months in advance- obviously

many are following Frommer's advice!

I used this guide book during a recent trip to the Benelux region of Europe. I found the book useful

in helping me pick out good restaurants. It also listed the major sites I wanted to see. I did not find

the book useful in reserving hotels and describing each site. I especially found the maps to be of

poor quality. Many of them mislabeled the location of sites and failed to include important street

names that would make it easier to find sites, restaurants, and accomodations. As a frequent

traveler, I rely on good maps in guidebooks to get around cities that are unknown to me. Frommer's

got me to take wrong turns repeatedly.Unfortunately, there do not seem to be many books out there

covering exclusively the Benelux region of Europe. At least I did not find any that I liked, so

Frommer's was the best choice among many bad choices.
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